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!. Primary phase of investigation: 2013-present 

citing: There’s something about Mary 

Theme: and yes, that’s what I think it’s about on first watch a long almost ago.  

  Something like siblings and-or siblings using the name Krause or something like it; which may have not 

been exactly their legal name; living at home with folks, … The Krause siblings lived at home especially 

between the ages of approx. 20-40 [for them]; and not normally in childhood; where / when they were 

somewhere else?  
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Sometime at some point between 20-40 they were killed in sequence; during a family gathering. Bizarre 

recollected recollections is/r that one of the siblings was wearing red at that time; on the top likely; 

such as a Christmas red. The other was seated eating, at a dinner table, … and when the red wearer 

witnessed sibling eating;  was killed; likely a smack from the left direction of the head but from behind; 

how do I know? I have been extensively attached to their image, … digitally for at least this above period 

of time; uh investigating the uh their murd-res. To the point; that some folks think I am them; like both 

of them in one body.  

The general vision of their appearance; is a similar blond-like hair color that matches heavier white gold 

jewelry in color; yet one has long hair and the other short hair [though both are described as having 

short hair, at that time]; and both are experiencing gender differentiations that aren’t standard in the 

years of living at home. Both are also described as being the same height; and this is incorrect; there is a 

large height difference between the two; something like nearly eight inches [that doesn’t much change 

in that period]. In this m case; actual appearance modifications and actualizations are for some reason? 

that I have not identified [yet] to recollection; important.  

Everything in the investigation of this murder is hush, hush; and it is very hard to discover what actually 

happened in the steps preceding the murders; As no surprise many false officers are involved in this 

cover-up and this method to cover-up means involved unjustly in these murders. And yes; right now; the 

ruling is that these murders were unjust and shouldn’t have happened, as is.  

Theme: what palm are we on? & what palms are we on.  

Theme music citation: The Night That The Lights Went Out In Georgia, Reba McEntire 

 

Part Two. Bathrooms in the homeless shelter situation …; and in homelessness; in general; are reaching 

a severe catastrophic level of detriment in physical health functioning and just plain ol’d threats of 

unjust violence; … there are many useful efforts being made by [ a-ctual] militia and or militia like folks; 

and the main [perpetrating] problem seems to [be] threats of false arrests for freeing up the use of 

bathrooms including showers by [threats and actualizations of these threats by] false officers; so think 

bigger; and comprehend that this is a more expansive less dangerous [albeit only slightly less dangerous] 

method to catching in the limelight those that are posing, as officers even in / with uniform; … if I were a 

regular or such regular and not irregular actualized militia person I would turn in at least a one summary 

report to cited: n.a.t.o. about what the effort [in something like outline] has been to make sure that 

everybody who so deserves has access:use to the bathroom; and what has happened [by the opposing 

side] to attempt to stop this effort.  


